ABSTRACT In this paper, we investigate two user scheduling algorithms (optimal user and threshold-based user scheduling algorithms) when we consider potential eavesdroppers in an uplink wiretap network. The optimal user scheduling (OUS) algorithm selects the user who has the maximum secrecy rate, based on channel feedback from all users. On the other hand, the threshold-based user scheduling (TUS) algorithm first considers the information leakage from the users to potential eavesdroppers and then selects the user among candidates who satisfy a threshold criterion on the information leakage. The OUS algorithm shows an optimal performance in terms of secrecy rate, but the TUS algorithm can achieve secrecy rate comparable with the OUS algorithm with reduced feedback overhead. For main contributions, we mathematically analyze the asymptotic behavior of the achievable secrecy rate of two scheduling algorithms when the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) approaches to infinity. Further, we derive the approximated secrecy rate of the TUS algorithm and propose criteria to determine threshold values which maximize the achievable secrecy rate of the TUS algorithm. We verify our analytical results through simulations. We perform an extra simulation to investigate the effect of channel estimation error in the wiretap links on the average secrecy rate. Due to different scheduling principles in OUS and TUS schemes, the TUS scheme yields robustness against the channel estimation error in the wiretap links, compared with the OUS schemes.
I. INTRODUCTION
The broadcasting nature of radio signals over the wireless channel arises anxiety about data confidentiality from eavesdropping. To address this problem, cryptographic methods have been commonly used in upper layers of protocol stacks (e.g., transport layer) in wireless communication systems. In recent years, achieving security at the physical-layer (socalled, physical-layer security) has been considered as one of the alternatives to improve the conventional crypto-based security. Physical-layer security is based on a notion of information-theoretic secrecy which exploits the randomness of wireless channels rather than using computational hardness [1] .
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Since Shannon [2] established the fundamental principles of information-theoretic security at physical-layer, many researchers have studied physical-layer security to guarantee the confidentiality of information over wireless channels in the presence of eavesdropping attacks. Wyner [3] and Cheong and Hellman [4] established the notions of wiretap channel and secrecy capacity. Subsequent to early studies of the basic principles of the secrecy capacity [3] - [5] , the secrecy capacity was investigated in wireless fading channel of single-input and single-output (SISO) environments [6] - [8] . Barros and Rodrigues [6] , and Bloch et al. [7] characterized the secrecy rate and the secrecy outage probability for the transmission of confidential data over a quasi-static fading channel. Gopala et al. [8] investigated the secrecy capacity along with the optimal power and rate allocation strategies. In addition to the analysis of the secrecy capacity in wireless fading channel of SISO environments, the analysis in multiple antennas environments was investigated [9] - [11] . Further, physical-layer security has been studied in various network settings such as energy harvesting relaying networks, cognitive relaying networks, and multi-hop relaying networks [12] - [14] . Nguyen et al. analyzed and derived the secrecy outage probability when channel-aware relay selection schemes are considered in the underlay cognitive relaying networks with energy harvesting constraints [12] . Liu et al. proposed several relay selection schemes to guarantee secure communication in cognitive decode-and-forward relay networks against eavesdropping (e.g., one of the relays performs as a jammer.) [13] . Hung et al. considered low-energy adaptive clustering hierarchy (LEACH) networks where a cluster-based multi-hop transmission employing artificial noises and investigated the security-reliability tradeoff [14] .
Particularly, in this paper, we focus on multiuser network settings. Compared to the achievable secrecy rate analysis in single-user networks [6] - [11] , the secrecy rate analysis in multiuser networks has been less highlighted. In the multiuser downlink wiretap networks (or wiretap broadcast channel), Pei et al. [15] and Ge et al. [16] derived the secrecy rate in closed-forms when opportunistic scheduling algorithms were employed. Yang et al. investigated a joint secure transmission scheme employing a combination of the transmit antenna selection and threshold-based user (i.e., a receiver) selection schemes in multiuser downlink wiretap networks [17] . Especially, they set a threshold value to guarantee the main channel quality between the transmitter and the receiver, and further analyzed the ergodic secrecy rate under the assumption that eavesdroppers' channel information is available during the scheduling.
In the multiuser uplink wiretap networks (or wiretap multiple access channel), the asymptotic behavior of the secrecy rate has been studied when the number of legitimate users tends to infinity [18] - [21] . In [18] and [19] , Jin et al. investigated secrecy rate scaling in terms of the number of users in a cell to achieve the optimal multi-user diversity when a single-cell and multi-cell uplink wiretap networks are considered, respectively. In [20] and [21] , Bang et al. analyzed the effect of multiple antennas and artificial noise, respectively, on the secrecy rate to achieve the optimal multiuser diversity in a single-cell uplink wiretap network. Further, Ge et al. proposed cumulative distribution function (CDF)-based scheduling and derived the closed-form expressions of the secrecy rate in [22] .
In short, in multiuser uplink wiretap networks, the analysis of the secrecy rate was already investigated in terms of secrecy rate scaling or the closed-form expression. However, we further notice two things in previous work related to secrecy rate analysis in multiuser uplink wiretap networks; (1) The exact closed-form expression was derived in [22] but the proposed scheduling scheme might be vulnerable to channel estimation errors on wiretap links (i.e., the wireless link between transmitter and eavesdropper); (2) A threshold-based user scheduling scheme which was commonly considered in [18] - [21] is robust to channel estimation errors on wiretap links. However, when the number of users is finite, the achievable secrecy rate of this scheduling scheme has not been investigated yet. Accordingly, still, it is important to derive the achievable secrecy rate even in a single cell uplink wiretap network when we consider various scheduling schemes such as the threshold-based user scheduling scheme in [18] - [21] . This will be helpful to fill the gap between secrecy rate analysis of different scheduling schemes and to fully understand the characteristics of the secrecy rate in uplink multiuser networks.
In this paper, we investigate two user scheduling algorithms in a single cell uplink wiretap network: optimal user scheduling (OUS) and threshold-based user scheduling (TUS) algorithms. The uplink wiretap network consists of a single desired receiver and a finite number of users (i.e., transmitters) including potential eavesdroppers and we analyze various aspects of two user scheduling algorithms. The main contributions of this paper are summarized as follows:
• We provide the approximated ergodic secrecy rate of the threshold-based user scheduling algorithm, propose criteria of threshold values to maximize the secrecy rate, and validate the analytical results through simulations (see Sections IV and V).
• We mathematically analyze asymptotic behavior of the achievable secrecy rate of two scheduling algorithms as the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) approaches to infinity (see Sections III and IV).
• We investigate the impact of wiretap links' channel estimation errors and the effect of multiple antennas at the receiver, on the secrecy rate of two user scheduling algorithms, respectively, through simulations (see Section VI). The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, the overall system model is presented. In Section III, OUS algorithm is introduced and its analytical results are provided. Similarly, TUS algorithm is introduced, its analytical results are provided, and, additionally, criteria of threshold values to maximize the secrecy rate is proposed in Section IV. The performance of OUS and TUS in terms of the secrecy rate is evaluated in Section V. In Section VI, we additionally discuss featured issues in applying our proposed scheduling schemes. Finally, conclusive remarks and future work are provided in Section VII.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
As described in Fig. 1 , we consider a multiuser SISO uplink wiretap network which consists of a single desired receiver and N legitimate users (transmitters) including K potential eavesdroppers (i.e., K < N ) [23] , [24] . From the perspective of the system, a total of N users are considered during each scheduling time slot, regardless of the number of potential eavesdroppers. However, the system properly sets the number of potential eavesdroppers before a specific scheduling algorithm is running. For example, all unscheduled users are considered as potential eavesdroppers if we set K = N − 1 [24] . On the other hands, only one user can be considered as a potential eavesdropper (e.g., a user near the scheduled user) if we set K = 1 [25] . We assume that the potential eavesdroppers operate without any cooperation among them (i.e., the non-colluding eavesdroppers model). Throughout the paper, we use terms 'desired' and 'wiretap' links to indicate transmission links from a scheduled user to the desired receiver and a potential eavesdropper, respectively.
Let h n ∈ C denotes a channel fading coefficient from user n to the desired receiver for n ∈ N {1, · · · , N } and is assumed to be a complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance σ 2 h n , i.e., h n ∼ CN (0, σ 2 h n ). Similarly, let g nk ∈ C denotes a channel fading coefficient from user n to potential eavesdropper k and is assumed to be a complex Gaussian random variables with zero mean and variance σ 2 g nk , i.e., g nk ∼ CN (0, σ 2 g nk ). For analytical tractability, we assume that h n and g nk are independent and identically distributed (i.i.d.), i.e., σ 2 h n = σ 2 h and σ 2 g nk = σ 2 g ∀n, k. 1 We consider a time slot based system where a single user is scheduled in one time slot (or one scheduling slot) to securely send data to the desired receiver against potential eavesdroppers. As shown in Fig. 2 , one time slot is split into multiple mini-slots and each user transmits a pilot during one mini-slots for channel estimation purpose (total N minislots). Accordingly, the local channel state information (CSI) including both desired and wiretap links is available at each user (i.e., h n and g nk ∀k for only user n). Note that a specific channel feedback method after local CSI estimation at each user mainly relies on a user scheduling algorithm. We assume that the signaling overhead for the channel estimation and feedback is negligible. 1 For example, we can set σ 2 h n = σ 2 h to consider equal-distance users (or equivalently using proper power control at each user) and set σ 2 g = max ∀k σ 2 g nk to consider the worst case of secrecy performance. When user n is scheduled, the received signals at the desired receiver and at potential eavesdropper k are expressed, respectively, as
where x n denotes the desired data symbol for user n with an average power constraint E [x n ] ≤ P, and z and z k denote the circularly symmetric complex additive white Gaussian noises (AWGNs) with zero mean and variance σ 2 . We define the transmit SNR as ρ
The achievable secrecy rate of user n is obtained as
where the first and second terms in right-hand side represent the achievable rate of the desired and wiretap links, respectively, and [x] + = max {x, 0}. The achievable rate of the wiretap link (i.e., information leakage from the scheduled user to potential eavesdroppers) in (1) is formulated into a maximum of each eavesdropper's achievable rate due to a noncooperation assumption. Further, the achievable secrecy rate of the scheduled user in (1) highly depends on user scheduling schemes. Throughout the paper, we focus on the centralized scheduling in which the receiver explicitly determines the scheduled user even though the user scheduling algorithms can be implemented in a distributed manner by exploiting backoff timer as in [26] .
III. OPTIMAL USER SCHEDULING SCHEME
In this section, we introduce an optimal user scheduling (OUS) scheme in terms of the achievable secrecy rate. In order to maximize the achievable secrecy rate, a served user has to be selected by taking (1) into consideration. Accordingly, the selected user index of the OUS scheme is given by
The OUS requires N + KN mini-slots for channel estimation (N mini-slots) and feedback (KN mini-slots) since each user has to report CSI of K wiretap links to the receiver.
For the scheduled user n , the ergodic secrecy rate of the OUS scheme is obtained as
where the approximation holds from the fact that Pr {C n ≥ 0} ≈ 1 for sufficiently large N . F Z n (z) is the cumulative density function (CDF) of a random variable Z n which is defined as
In order to calculate the ergodic secrecy rate of the OUS scheme, we first need to derive the CDF of Z n . For notational simplicity, we use the following notations given by
Both |h n | 2 and |g nk | 2 follow an exponential distribution. Further, Y is the maximum of K i.i.d. exponential random variables. Thus, the CDF of Z is obtained using the relationship among X , Y , and Z , and it is given by [27] 
where f X (x) and f Y (y) are probability density functions (PDFs) of X and Y , respectively. Since Z n is a maximum of N i.i.d. random variable Z , the CDF of Z n is obtained as follows:
Using (3) and (4), the ergodic secrecy rate of the OUS scheme can be calculated as follows:
Note that (5) generally cannot be expressed as a closed form but it can be evaluated through numerical calculations [28] . Additionally, for the special case of K = 1 and ρ → ∞, we derive the closed-form expression of (5).
Proposition 1 (Secrecy performance of the OUS scheme for K = 1 and high SNR):
In the case of K = 1 and ρ → ∞, the closed form of (5) is obtained as follows: 
IV. THRESHOLD-BASED USER SCHEDULING SCHEME
In this section, we introduce a threshold-based user scheduling (TUS) scheme discussed in [18] - [21] . The basic idea of the TUS scheme is to select a user in order to prevent information leakage from a user against eavesdroppers by using an appropriate threshold value (i.e., applying at the wiretap links). It is worth noting that the threshold-based selection scheme in [17] mainly considers the desired link (i.e., CSI between the transmitter and the receiver) instead of the wiretap link. This difference results in a new analysis in this paper, compared with the results in [17] . The overall scheduling process of the TUS scheme in a certain time slot is described as follows:
• Step 1: Each user estimates its expected information leakage based on CSI from K eavesdroppers, i.e., max k∈K |g nk | 2 .
• Step 2: Only users who satisfy the following threshold criterion (C1) transmit a feedback message, i.e., |h n | 2 , to the receiver.
where η L is the predetermined positive threshold value, which can be determined through simulation or our proposed methods.
• Step 3: After collecting feedback from only selected users, the receiver schedules the user (n * ) who has the largest |h n | 2 . Then, the scheduled user transmit its data. The TUS requires N + 1 to 2N mini-slots for channel estimation (N mini-slots) and feedback (1 ∼ N minislots) since selected users only send an indication instead of K wiretap links' CSI.
A. ERGODIC SECRECY RATE OF THE TUS SCHEME
Now we focus on deriving the ergodic secrecy rate of the TUS scheme summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: For the scheduled user n * and a given threshold value η L , the ergodic secrecy rate of the TUS scheme is given by (7) , as shown at the top of next page, where p η is a probability that a certain user satisfies the threshold criterion
Proof: Similar to the OUS scheme, for the scheduled user n * and a given threshold value η L , the ergodic secrecy rate of the TUS scheme is derived as
where the approximation holds with the same assumption in (3). Here, we defineC d (η L ) E log 1 + |h n * | 2 ρ and (8) for a given threshold value η L . In the TUS scheme, the number of users who transmit their feedback message varies depending on a value of η L . Let N c denote the number of users who satisfy the threshold criterion (C1) in a certain time slot. On condition of a given N c , |h n * | 2 is the maximum of N c i.i.d. exponential random variables since each |h n | 2 follows an exponential distribution independent of |g nk | 2 . Thus, we can
where the last equality holds from [29, (4.337.2) ] and E 1 (x) is the exponential integral function [29] . (8) is obtained through the expected value of all possible conditional expectation in (9) when N c = n for n ∈ {1, · · · , N } and it it given bȳ
where p η is a probability that a certain user satisfies the threshold criterion (C1), given by
To obtainC w (η L ) in (8), we first need to derive the CDF of Y * = max k∈K |g n * k | 2 . Since the scheduled user (n * ) always satisfies the threshold criterion (C1), the CDF of Y * is the maximum of K i.i.d. truncated exponential random variables [27] . Thus,C w (η L ) is given by (11) , as shown at the bottom of the next page. Finally, substituting (10) and (11) into (8) yields the ergodic secrecy rate of the TUS scheme (i.e.,C d (η L ) −C w (η L )) and it is given by (7) .
Note that we derive the ergodic secrecy rate of the TUS scheme for general parameters such as N , K , ρ, σ 2 h , σ 2 g , and η L . 
B. DETERMINATION OF THRESHOLD VALUE
For given system parameters (N , K , ρ, σ 2 h , and σ 2 g ), the ergodic secrecy rate of the TUS scheme is a function of η L . Therefore, we propose two methods to determine the threshold value: an optimal-determination method and a predictable-determination method.
1) OPTIMAL-DETERMINATION METHOD
The optimal-determination method is to set the threshold value by using a linear search algorithm on (7) for all η L . Thus, the threshold value set by the optimal-determination method is given by
Definitely, the optimal-determination method guarantees the optimal secrecy performance of the TUS scheme. However, it inherently incurs a computational cost since it requires an exhaustive search for all η L .
2) PREDICTABLE-DETERMINATION METHOD
The predictable-determination method is to set the threshold value by exploiting the basic principles of the TUS scheme. In the TUS protocol, if there is no user satisfying the threshold criterion (C1), the corresponding time slot would be wasted. Let p 0 denote the probability that there exists at least one user satisfying the threshold criterion (C1) and it is expressed as follows:
In order to regulate the number of wasted time slots under a certain level, p 0 should be greater than some constant, i.e., p 0 ≥ 1− 0 where 0 represents the wasted time slot ratio. Using p 0 = 1 − 0 , the threshold value set by the predictabledetermination method is obtained as follows:
Note that 0 is the control parameter which we can determine. We empirically choose 0 between 10 −5 and 10 −3 . The predictable-determination method does not provide an optimal threshold value forC n * (η L ). However, it is directly calculated from (15) and provides quite good secrecy performance.
V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section, we evaluate the performance of OUS and TUS schemes in terms of the average secrecy rate through our analysis and simulations, compared with a conventional MaxSNR user scheduling scheme. The MaxSNR scheme selects a user having the largest value of SNR on the desired link (i.e., |h n | 2 ). In addition, for ρ → ∞, the ergodic secrecy rate of the MaxSNR scheme can be calculated as
where γ ≈ 0.577216 is Euler's constant and the detailed derivation is provided in Appendix C. Note that the MaxSNR scheme does not utilize CSI of wiretap links, (i.e., g nk ) and thus it shows a baseline secrecy performance when g nk is unavailable. We use (16) for comparison in high SNR regime. Fig. 4 shows the average achievable secrecy rate for varying SNRs. System parameters are set to N = 30, K = 1, σ 2 h = 1, and σ 2 g = 1. For determining η pre L , 0 = 10 −3 is used. As the SNR (ρ) increases, the secrecy rates of all schemes increase but finally converge to certain values since an increase in the transmit power increases the achievable rate of desired channel and that of wiretap channel at the same time. The analytical results for the average secrecy rate of thē TUS scheme, including analytical convergence points in (12) when ρ → ∞, matches well with simulation results. Fig. 5 shows the average achievable secrecy rate for varying the number of users. The system parameters are set as K = 3, ρ = 10 dB, σ 2 h = 1, and σ 2 g = 1. We use 0 = 10 −4 to determine η pre L . For all three schemes, the average secrecy rates increase as N increases since an increase in the number of users in the system provides additional multiuser diversity which contributes to enhancing secrecy performance. OUS and TUS schemes outperform the conventional scheduling scheme because those schemes effectively take the wiretap channel state of the desired users, i.e., |g nk | 2 , into consideration. The OUS scheme yields the best performance among three schemes since it always guarantees the optimal user selection in terms of the secrecy rate. However, the OUS scheme requires feedback messages from all users, whereas the TUS scheme only requires feedback messages from users satisfying the threshold criterion (C1). In addition, the average secrecy rate of the TUS scheme with η pre L and that with η opt L are almost similar for all ranges of N . Fig. 6 shows the average achievable secrecy rate for varying the number of potential eavesdroppers. System parameters are set as N = 100, ρ = 10 dB, σ 2 h = 1, and σ 2 g = 1. We use 0 = 10 −4 to determine η pre L . For a small number of potential eavesdroppers (K ≤ 5), the average secrecy rate of the TUS scheme with η pre L and that with η opt L are almost similar. However, the secrecy performance gap between the TUS scheme with η pre L and that with η opt L increases when K increases due to the fact that 0 = 10 −4 is not appropriate to reflect the effect of potential eavesdroppers in the system. For all three schemes, the average secrecy rates decrease as K increases since the information leakage of the desired users increases. Fig. 7 shows the average achievable secrecy rate when we consider a relative channel-quality ratio between a mean channel-quality of the desired link and that of the wiretap link, which is defined as λ
. System parameters are set as N = 30, σ 2 h = 1, and σ 2 g = 1. We utilize (6), (12), and (16) to obtain results. Note that λ equivalently implies the relative distance ratio since values of σ 2 h and σ 2 g are inversely proportional to distances of main and wiretap links, respectively. As λ increases, the secrecy rates of all schemes decrease and finally converge to zero since a large value of λ implies that scheduled user is located closer to potential eavesdroppers rather than the desired receiver, i.e., σ 2 g σ 2 h . On contrary to this, the secrecy rates of all schemes increase as λ decreases.
VI. DISCUSSION
In this section, we discuss some issues in applying our proposed scheduling schemes (OUS and TUS) such as the impact of channel estimation errors, multiple antennas, and lots of eavesdroppers. Here, we also provide a summary of CSI related properties of OUS and TUS.
A. IMPACT OF CHANNEL ESTIMATION ERRORS ON AVERAGE SECRECY RATE
We investigate the effect of imperfect CSI between the user and the potential eavesdroppers on the secrecy rate. We consider estimated CSI of the wiretap link between user n and potential eavesdropper k as follows:
where g nk ∼ CN (0, σ 2 g ) and g e ∼ CN (0, σ 2 e ) denote the original CSI and the channel estimation error of the wiretap link, respectively. The Gaussian error is commonly used in modeling the channel estimation error [20] . Fig. 8 shows average secrecy rate when σ 2 e of g e in (17) varies from 0 (i.e., no channel estimation error) to 1. Also, we have set other system parameters as N = 30, K = 1, σ 2 h = 1, and σ 2 g = 1. Interestingly, the TUS scheme shows a better performance in terms of secrecy rate than the OUS scheme when channel estimation error increases. Also, the secrecy performance degradation in the OUS scheme is even worse than our expectation. For example, the MaxSNR scheme outperforms the OUS scheme when channel estimation error is quite large (e.g., σ 2 e = 0.6). 2 Please note that severe secrecy performance degradation in the OUS scheme comes from the high dependency of CSI of the wiretap links in its scheduling policy. Supposeĝ nk is completely different from the original g nk , the OUS scheme does not guarantee the optimal secrecy performance anymore since it may select the scheduled user which might have the poor channel condition. 2 The MaxSNR scheme shows the same secrecy performance regardless of channel estimation error since it only requires CSI of the desired link. However, in the TUS scheme, at least the secrecy performance of the MaxSNR scheme can be guaranteed even in this situation. If we set a threshold value of the TUS as large as possible (i.e., η L → ∞), then the TUS operates the same as the MaxSNR scheme since all users report indications of the threshold condition and the receiver selects the scheduled user using only the CSI of the desired link, which is exactly the same as the MaxSNR scheme.
B. APPLYING MULTIPLE ANTENNA ON OUS AND TUS
We investigate the effect of multiple antennas at the receiver which employs a maximum ratio combining (MRC) technique. 3 We still consider that transmitters including potential eavesdroppers equip with a single antenna. If we consider MRC at the receiver, only a distribution of the desired channel (i.e., |h n | 2 in (1)) changes from the exponential distribution to Chi-squared distribution. Thus, the analysis in this paper can be extended. However, the extended analysis would not be straightforward and not be easily tractable. We leave this issue for future work. Instead, we provide simulation results. Fig. 9 shows average secrecy rate when the number of antennas (M ) at the receiver varies from 1 (a single antenna) to 16. Additionally, we have set other system parameters as N = 30, ρ = 30 dB, K = 1, σ 2 h = 1, and σ 2 g = 1. As we expect, the secrecy rate of all scheduling schemes is improved when the number of antennas at the receiver increases. Interestingly, as the number of antennas at the receiver increases, the performance gap between different scheduling schemes (e.g., OUS and TUS) also increases. However, it seems that the ratio of secrecy rate of TUS and that of OUS keeps constant. To confirm this, we newly define the ratio of secrecy rate of TUS (or MaxSNR) and that of OUS as optimality. Fig. 10 shows the optimality which we defined as the ratio of secrecy rate of TUS (or MaxSNR) and that of OUS when we have set N = 30, ρ = 30 dB, K = 1, σ 2 h = 1, σ 2 g = 1, and varying M (1 ∼ 16), which corresponds to Fig. 9 . For all M , optimality of TUS shows approximately 89% but optimality of MaxSNR increases when the number of antennas at the receiver increases.
C. A CASE OF TOO MANY EAVESDROPPERS
From our analysis such as (6), (7), and (12), we can obtain the secrecy rate of an extreme case where there exist too many potential eavesdroppers (e.g., K = N − 1). In the case of too many eavesdroppers existing, multiuser diversity from user scheduling might not be enough to guarantee a certain level of the secrecy rate. In this situation, we might combine OUS and TUS with other techniques such as multiple antennas [30] , artificial noise [31] , and full duplexing [32] to additionally improve secrecy performance. As discussed in Section VI-B and shown in Fig. 9 , using the simple MRC-based multiple antennas technique can effectively increase the secrecy rate.
D. SUMMARY
In this subsection, we summarize some featured information of our proposed scheduling schemes, especially related to CSI (e.g., feedback and estimation errors). Table 1 shows the summary of CSI related information on OUS and TUS. For the required number of mini-slots for CSI feedback, as we discussed in Sections III and IV, the OUS requires N + KN mini-slots whereas the TUS only requires N + 1 to 2N mini-slots. For CSI feedback time complexity, we consider processing time complexity in terms of the required number of mini-slots for CSI feedback when K = N − 1. It can be expressed in a big-O notation which describes the limiting behavior of a function when the argument tends towards a particular value or infinity [33] . The OUS shows a quadratic characteristic since O(N + KN ) = O(N 2 ) when K = N − 1, but TUS only shows a linear characteristic since the required number of mini-slots for CSI feedback does not depend on the number of potential eavesdroppers. Both OUS and TUS are centralized scheduling schemes but they can be implemented in the distributed manner, as we discussed in Section II. Interestingly, the TUS is robust to channel estimation errors on wiretap links whereas the OUS is not, as we discussed in Section VI-A.
VII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we investigated two user scheduling algorithms (OUS and TUS schemes) in uplink wiretap networks when we consider the potential eavesdropping scenario. The OUS scheme achieves the optimal secrecy rate but it requires feedback from all legitimate users. The TUS scheme shows a suboptimal secrecy performance comparable to OUS scheme while reducing the feedback overhead using the threshold value. We analyzed the approximated secrecy rate of two scheduling algorithms, including asymptotic behavior of the achievable secrecy rate when SNR tends to infinity. Further, we performed additional simulations to investigate the impact of channel estimation error in the wiretap links, and the effect of multiple antennas at the receiver employing MRC, on the average secrecy rate, respectively. Due to different scheduling principles in OUS and TUS schemes, the TUS scheme yields robustness against the channel estimation error in the wiretap links, compared with the OUS scheme. For both OUS and TUS schemes, the secrecy performance is improved when we consider multiple antennas at the receiver. Instead of the secrecy rate analysis, analyzing the secrecy outage probability of various user scheduling algorithms in uplink wiretap networks remains for future work. We leave the diversity order analysis of the secrecy outage probability with both OUS and TUS schemes as a further study.
APPENDIX A PROOF FOR PROPOSITION 1
From (4), we have the PDF of Z n given by
Using L'Hopital's Rule, in the case of K = 1 and ρ → ∞, we can get the PDF of Z n as follows:
Therefore, by using (19), we can get the result in Proposition 1 as follows:
where the last equality holds from [29, (4.253.6) ], and γ and ψ(x) are Euler's constant and the digamma function, respectively, defined in (6).
APPENDIX B PROOF FOR COROLLARY 1
For the scheduled user (n * ), Let us denote Y * = max k∈K |g n * k | 2 . Thus, Y * is the maximum of K i.i.d. truncated exponential random variables. From [27] , the CDF of Y * is given by
where
Using a differentiation of F Y * (y) in (22) and the binomial theorem, the PDF of Y * is given by
When ρ → ∞, (8) is reduced tō 
where the approximation holds from the fact that Prob |h n * | 2 ≥ max k∈K |g n * k | 2 ≈ 1 for sufficiently large N .
For the desired link in (24) , E log |h n * | 2 is derived as E log |h n * | 
where the last equality holds from [29, (4. 
where the last equality holds from from [29, (4.331.1) ] and the definition of the exponential integral function. Finally, by substituting (25) and (28) into (24), the result in Corollary 1 is obtained.
APPENDIX C DERIVATION OFC ∞

MaxSNR
For the MaxSNR scheme, the scheduled user index is determined asn
Thus, for ρ → ∞, the ergodic secrecy rate of the MaxSNR scheme is given bȳ 
where the approximation holds from the fact that Prob |hn| 2 ≥ max k∈K |gn k | 2 ≈ 1 for sufficiently large N .
For the desired link in (30), E log |hn| 2 is obtained as
Finally, by plugging (31) and (32) into (30) ,C ∞ MaxSNR in (16) is obtained.
